Endowing robots with human-like physical reasoning abilities remains challenging. We argue that existing methods often disregard spatio-temporal relations and by using Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) that incorporate a relational inductive bias, we can shift the learning process towards exploiting relations. In this work, we learn action-conditional forward dynamics models of a simulated manipulation task from visual observations involving cluttered and irregularly shaped objects. We investigate two GNN approaches and empirically assess their capability to generalize to scenarios with novel and an increasing number of objects. The first, Graph Networks (GN) based approach, considers explicitly defined edge attributes and not only does it consistently underperform an auto-encoder baseline that we modified to predict future states, our results indicate how different edge attributes can significantly influence the predictions. Consequently, we develop the AutoPredictor that does not rely on explicitly defined edge attributes. It outperforms the baseline and the GN-based models. Overall, our results show the sensitivity of GNN-based approaches to the task representation, the efficacy of relational inductive biases and advocate choosing lightweight approaches that implicitly reason about relations over ones that leave these decisions to human designers.
Introduction
Physical reasoning from visual input is a central aspect of human intelligence [1] . However, endowing robots with this ability still remains challenging. We hypothesize that exploiting spatio-temporal relations is beneficial for physical reasoning. To test this hypothesis, we use Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [2] that incorporate a relational inductive bias. This work seeks to understand whether GNNs are beneficial within a model-based policy for vision-based, robotic manipulation.
A popular approach for modeling visual dynamics is based on video prediction methods that treat dynamics prediction as an image-to-image translation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . These methods often disregard the structure in the input, i.e. ignore that the input consists of entities that relate to each other in specific ways. Hence, a different strategy is to exploit this structure by relying on object-centric or graph representations. For example, [8] process visual input for learning a physics model of 2D objects to predict future object-centric states. Despite accurate predictions, the visual and object dynamics complexity is low in the considered scenarios and predictions are not conditioned on actions. However, conditioning a prediction on a potential action is essential when planning an optimal sequence of actions towards a given goal. [9] develop an entity-centric dynamics model with a probabilistic prediction module that uses region proposals of 3D entities. While the approach shows great prediction performance on visually complex scenarios, the predictions are also not conditioned on actions. [10] learn a dynamics model of 2D objects conditioned on actions. However, since the scenario complexity is low (e.g. no object collisions), it is unclear whether the proposed method applies to scenarios with high visual and dynamic complexity. [11] learn an action-conditional dynamics model for a 3D object stacking task to predict a steady-state configuration of an object after applying an action. Although [11] train their predictive model on a scenario with a high visual complexity, the action space is comprised of pre-defined, abstract primitives rather than continuous control inputs as in our work. This makes it difficult to apply the method to tasks where a long sequence of continuous actions is required to achieve a goal.
This work addresses the aforementioned limitations by learning dynamics models with GNNs. These GNNs predict visual future states of a simulated, visually complex object manipulation task conditioned on low-level actions. We investigate two approaches and compare their predictive capability in experiments over three datasets. The first approach is based on the Graph Networks (GN) framework [12] and considers explicitly defined edge attributes. Our results indicate how different types of edge attributes can affect the performance of the GN-based models and that a simple auto-encoder baseline consistently outperforms all these models. In light of these results, we develop our second approach, the Auto-Predictor (AP), which is similar to the O2P2 architecture in [11] . It extends the auto-encoder baseline by GNN functions for computing object state updates and object interactions without relying on explicitly defined edge attributes. This results in a lightweight approach that outperforms both our baseline and the GN-based models in the majority of our experiments. This work presents the insights we gained from our study on a task that is complex both visually and in terms of object dynamics. In the context of learning dynamics models with GNNs, the results show that 1) sub-optimal selections of edge attributes can significantly impact the predictive performance and 2) lightweight GNN approaches which implicitly reason about relations can be superior to approaches that require explicitly-defined relation attributes. 1 
Method
To assess a GNN-based model's prediction capabilities, we assume access to the segmentation of a scene image where an object state is represented by the corresponding object segmentation mask and the full-scene RGB and depth frame. In our approaches, the prediction of an object's state is based on its current state, the states of other objects and a future control (action) input. For this, we train and test our models on data that is collected from a simulated object singulation task in which a robot tries to physically separate a set of cluttered objects through manipulation [13] . Our task scenario consists of at least three and up to five asymmetrically-shaped, rigid 3D objects. A robot arm equipped with a gripper executes pushing actions to singulate the objects placed inside a container. Each episode consists of T ∈ [7, ..., 50] total time steps and at each time step t the simulation provides visual data from an angled top perspective, i.e. an RGB frame I (t) , a depth frame D (t) and a segmentation frame S (t) . The segmentation frame S (t) is composed of several individual object segmentation masks. For evaluating the predictive performance of our models under varying data availability, we also access unobservable states in some of our experiments, i.e. object centroid position O (t) pos ∈ R 3 and linear velocity O (t) vel ∈ R 3 . We also know the gripper position and gripper linear velocity at the next time step t + 1 which we concatenate to a future control input and denote as C (t) . In total, we generated three datasets: 3 objects, 5 objects (2 novel), 5 objects (5 novel). The first is used for training only. The remaining are used for testing only and add two novel objects to 3 objects or replace all objects by five novel objects, respectively. Each dataset episode with time steps
) where the data available at time step t is assigned to graph G (t) . We represent each object at time t as a node
v,vel ) and connect all nodes with all other nodes through directed edges
v,mask is hereby a frame in which all pixels are set to zero except the pixels that correspond to the object, represented by node v, are set to one. It should be noted that if t = 1, we set the previous object position O Graph Networks Approach For the GN approach, we adopt the Encode-Process-Decode architecture [12] (see Figure 1a) . The GN framework uses an extended definition of a graph (u, V, E) where u denotes the global attribute that operates on graph-level (e.g. u can represent gravity) and which we use for our control inputs. The architecture first encodes each element of an input graph G (t) into a latent graphĜ
latent with an independent recurrent block. Then, it updates each element ofĜ
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... in the processing phase with the full GN block n times, yielding n latent graphs. Lastly, it decodes the resulting individual elements of these graphs back into the original space with an independent recurrent block to get (Ĝ (t+1) , ...,Ĝ (t+n) ). Since our task requires the control input C (t) to be re-set at every step, we replace the u attribute of each latent graph with a new encoded control input G
latent }. We use a CNN encoder and a transpose CNN decoder for the nodes and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) for encoding the control input, for encoding/decoding edge and node (position and velocity) attributes and for functions in the full GN block (see supplementary materials for more details). By using the data in nodes and edges as described above, we optimize the GN to predict future edgeê i and node states of an i-th node, where the prediction of a nodes state is composed of two individual predictions: first, the visual stateŜ i,mask optimized by a binary cross entropy error BCE(p, q) = −p log q − (1 − p) log(1 − q) and second, the non-visual state represented by position and velocityp i which, together with the edge, is optimized with mean squared error terms as follows:
for n predictions, N v objects, N e edges and frame values in [0, 1] which is achieved by appending a sigmoid function at the end of the decoder (rounding values ≥ 0.5 to 1 and values smaller to 0). We note that, despite providing RGB, depth and the object segmentation frame, we ask our models to only predict individual object segmentation masks. In our ablation study below, we evaluate the effects of removing some of these information such as position and velocity in nodes and edges.
Auto-Predictor Approach Contrary to the GN method, the AP approach does not consider explicitly defined edge attributes. Consequently, both approaches employ identical encoding and decoding phases (also in terms of network configurations) except that the AP architecture does not encode edges and nodes only contain visual observations, i.e.
). In the processing phase, the GN architecture uses the full GN block to predict states of nodes, edges and global. In contrast, the AP architecture only predicts node states with a module we term physics predictor and thus, constitutes a more lightweight block than the full GN block. As in the GN architecture, we use a new control input before each prediction. Thus, we update the latent node features with a new controlV = {v
where ⊕ denotes concatenation. We point out that this concatenation distinguishes the AP from the O2P2 [11] architecture. As in [11] , the physics predictor contains the two functions f interact and f trans each implemented by an MLP. Altogether, the physics predictor defines an update rule for node states witĥ v
j,latent ∈V denotes all remaining latent nodes. Further, all AP models are trained by optimizing the BCE term in Equation 1 . We further add a latent space loss term as suggested by [14] between the predicted latent node vectors and the ground truth latent vectors for which we trained a separate auto-encoder to memorize all samples of the 3 objects dataset (see Figure 1a) . 
Experiments
To assess the predictive capability of our models, we conducted quantitative and qualitative experiments. However, we restrict this work to the quantitative part due to space limitations (see our project website for all results). The quantitative experiments report the mean Intersection over Union (mean IoU) which measures the similarity between the ground truth object segment and the predicted segment averaged across all episodes, time steps and objects of a dataset. We use the following model abbreviations; baseline (ResNet50): the baseline with a ResNet50 encoder (no pre-training), GN (edges: pos. & vel.): the GN model introduced above, GN (edges: segm.): the GN model based on visual information only, i.e. we remove all object positions/velocities in nodes and edges and use segmentation masks as edge attributes and replace the edge MLPs by a small CNN encoder/decoder (trained with BCE), GN (edges: segm. no RGB & depth.): similar to GN (edges: segm.) but RGB and depth is removed from the input, GN (no edges): the use of edges is deactivated, auto-predictor (no f_interact) the AP architecture without f interact , i.e. no interactions are computed. In our ablation study in Figure 2 (left) we depict performances of models trained and tested for 1-step predictions. It shows that both baseline and AP models outperform all edge attribute-based models by a significant margin which indicates a sensitivity with regard to the edge attribute choice. Figure 2 (right) shows model performances trained and tested for 5-step prediction where we loop back the last prediction to the input for each new prediction. While baseline and the auto-predictor yield similar results for familiar objects, the auto-predictor is less prone to overfitting and generalizes better to novel shapes. Lastly, f interact seems to consistently improve the results across all datasets, indicating that letting the model to explicitly reason about object interactions is beneficial.
5-step prediction
Ablation study for 1-step prediction 
Discussion
We presented our results for learning object-centric, visual dynamics models with two GNN approaches trained on occluded visual observations that involve complex objects and scene dynamics. The results indicate that the choice of edge attributes can significantly impact the predictive performance as the models not using edge attributes yield superior results over all edge attribute-based models. While the reason for this remains unknown to us, we conjecture an inferior selection of edge attributes can negatively impact the representation space of edge and node update functions in GN-based approaches. Overall, despite our results showing that vision-based motion prediction remains challenging, we see evidence for the benefits of imposing relational inductive biases in terms of generalization and advocate choosing lightweight approaches that implicitly reason about relations over ones that leave the specification of relations to human designers. 
Supplementary Materials

Dataset Oerview
Learning he Simulation Agent
We learned the simulation agent with A3C [15] and a sparse reward function (+1 if the Euclidean distance between a randomly chosen object and all other objects was larger than 10 cm, 0 otherwise). We used a continuous state space (represented by Euclidean centroid position and current velocity of objects) and discrete action space (left, right, forward, backward).
Training the Models
All models were trained for 13 epochs with Adam [16] , a learning rate of 0.001 and a mini training batch size of 30. All layers of our networks used rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations followed by Batch Normalization [17] layers except for the last layers of each network for which we used linear activations and no normalization. Note that we experimented with 10-20% dropout in all layers except the last ones of each network but did not observe any benefits in training efficiency, qualitative results or measured performances (mean IoU). In the multi-step prediction experiments, we trained the AP and baseline models with a curriculum training strategy. Under this strategy, we divide the training of an n-step prediction model into n stages and increase the task difficulty for the model gradually. First, we train the model for 1-step prediction for some time. Next, we use this model for training 2-step prediction. We repeat this procedure until we reach n-step prediction. Including all stages, we always train for a total of 13 epochs and divide training time uniformly among these stages.
Neural Network Configurations
We adopt the following syntax:
• conv3x3-1-128: convolutional layer with kernel size 3, stride 1 and 128 feature maps 
Baseline
The baseline encoder is similar to Node encoder CNN, the decoder is similar to Node decoder Deconv NN and the control encoder is similar to Control global encoder MLP.
